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ABSTRACT

Objective image/video quality measures play important roles in

various image/video processing applications, such as compression,

communication, printing, analysis, registration, restoration and en-

hancement. Most proposed quality assessment approaches in the

literature are error sensitivity-based methods. In this paper, we

follow a new philosophy in designing image/video quality met-

rics, which uses structural distortion as an estimation of perceived

visual distortion. We develop a new approach for video qual-

ity assessment. Experiments on the video quality experts group

(VQEG) test data set shows that the new quality measure has higher

correlation with subjective quality measurement than the proposed

methods in VQEG’s Phase I tests for full-reference video quality

assessment.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has been an increasing need recently to develop objective

quality measurement techniques that can predict perceived image/

video quality automatically. These methods are useful in various

image/video processing applications, such as compression, com-

munication, printing, displaying, analysis, registration, restoration

and enhancement. Generally speaking, these methods can be em-

ployed in three ways. First, they can be used to monitor image/

video quality for quality control systems. Second, they can be

employed to benchmark image/video processing systems and al-

gorithms. Third, they can also be embedded into image/video

processing systems to optimize algorithms and parameter settings.

The video quality experts group (VQEG) [1],[2] was formed to de-

velop, validate and standardize new objective measurement meth-

ods for video quality. Although the Phase I test for full-reference

(FR) television video quality assessment only achieved limited

success, VQEG continues its work on Phase II test for FR qual-

ity assessment for television, and reduced-reference (RR) and no-

reference (NR) quality assessment for television and multimedia.

Most of the proposed objective image/video quality assess-

ment approaches in the literature share a common error sensitivity-

based philosophy [3]. The framework of a typical error sensitivity-

based approach is shown in Fig. 1 [3]. Although variances exist

and the detailed implementations are different for different mod-

els, the underlying principles are the same. First, the original and

test image/video signals are subject to preprocessing procedures,

possibly including alignment, luminance transformation, and color
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transformation, etc. A channel decomposition method is then ap-

plied to the preprocessed signals. There are many choices for chan-

nel decomposition, such as identity transform, wavelet transforms,

and Gabor decompositions. The decomposed signal is treated dif-

ferently in different channels according to human visual sensitivi-

ties measured in the specific channel. The errors between the two

signals in each channel are calculated and weighted. The weighted

error signals are adjusted by a visual masking effect model, which

reflects the reduced visibility of errors presented on the background

signal. Finally, an error pooling method, typically the Minkowski

metric, is employed to supply a single final quality value. The sim-

plest cases (identity transform and constant weighting) of the er-

ror sensitivity-based methods are peak signal-to-nose ratio (PSNR)

and mean squared error (MSE), which are the most widely used

quality/distortion metrics. Many more sophisticated error sensitiv-

ity based methods have been proposed to incorporate human visual

system (HVS) characteristics [1], [4]–[7].

It has been shown in [3] that error sensitivity-based method

implies a number of assumptions, many of which are questionable.

In [3], [8], [9], a structural distortion-based method is proposed

for still image quality assessment, which achieves very promis-

ing results. In this paper, we apply the structural distortion-based

method for video quality assessment.

2. STRUCTURAL DISTORTION-BASED METHOD

One of the main features of the error sensitivity-based methods is

that they treat any kind of image degradation as certain type of

errors. However, large errors do not always result in large percep-

tual distortions. Our new philosophy in designing image quality

metrics is [3], [9], [10]: The main function of the human eyes is to

extract structural information from the viewing field, and the hu-

man visual system is highly adapted for this purpose. Therefore,

a measurement of structural distortion should be a good approxi-

mation of perceived image distortion. The key point is the switch

from error measurement to structural distortion measurement.

Many different quality assessment methods may be developed

using the new philosophy, depending on how the structural dis-

tortions are quantified. A simple but effective quality indexing

algorithm is proposed in [8]. Let x = {xi | i = 1, 2, · · · , N} and

y = { yi | i = 1, 2, · · · , N} be the original and the test image

signals, respectively. The proposed quality index is defined as

Q =
4 σxy x̄ ȳ

(σ2
x + σ2

y) [(x̄)2 + (ȳ)2]
, (1)

where x̄, ȳ, σ2

x, σ2

y and σxy are the estimates of the mean of x,

the mean of y, the variance of x, the variance of y, and the co-

variance of x and y, respectively. The dynamic range of Q is
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Fig. 1. Error sensitivity-based image/video quality measurement system.

[−1, 1]. The best value 1 is achieved if and only if yi = xi for

all i = 1, 2, · · · , N . More detailed discussion and insights about

this new quality index are given in [3], [8], [9].

The quality index is applied to natural images using a slid-

ing window approach, with a window size of 8 × 8. The qual-

ity indices are calculated within the sliding window, leading to a

quality map of the image. The overall quality index value is the

average of the quality map. Some test images are shown in Fig.

2, where the original images are distorted by blurring and JPEG

compression. Both MSE and Q are calculated for the distorted

images. It can be observed that the images with nearly identi-

cal MSE values may have drastically different visual quality. The

new quality index exhibits much more consistency with subjective

measures. More demonstrative images and an efficient MATLAB

implementation of the proposed algorithm are available online at:

http://anchovy.ece.utexas.edu/˜zwang/ research/quality index/dem

o.html.

3. VIDEO QUALITY ASSESSMENT

The diagram of the proposed video quality assessment system is

shown in Fig. 3 [10]. The video quality is first measured frame by

frame. For each frame, the corresponding local areas are extracted

from the original and the test video sequences, respectively. The

local areas are 8 × 8 blocks randomly selected from the whole

picture. In each frame, only a proportion of all possible blocks

are selected to reduce computation cost. For each selected local

area, statistical features such as mean and variance are calculated

and used to classify the local area into smooth region, edge region

or texture region. Next, the local quality measure is calculated,

which is basically the quality index defined in (1). The measure-

ment results of all the local areas are averaged to give a quality

value of the entire frame. The frame quality value is adjusted by

two factors: the blockiness factor and the motion factor. Block-

ing effect is very common in most image and video coding ap-

proaches that use block-DCT transforms and block-based motion

estimation/compensation techniques. The blockiness of the frame

is measured as a separate procedure on the whole picture. The

blockiness measurement method is based on the algorithm intro-

duced in [11], in which the blockiness feature is evaluated in the

power spectrum of the image signal. Except for blockiness, the

blurring effect is also estimated in the power spectrum, which is

characterized by the energy shift from high frequency to low fre-

quency bands. The blockiness measure is used to adjust the over-

all quality value only if the frame has relatively high quality index

value but severe blockiness. This happens frequently in MPEG en-

coding of large motion frames at low bit rate. Next, we estimate

the motion occurred between the current frame and its previous

frame. The motion information is obtained by a simple block-

based motion estimation algorithm with full pixel resolution. The

reason to use motion information is based on the observation that

when large motion occurs, the human eyes become less sensitive

to the blurring effect. This adjustment is applied only if a frame

simultaneously satisfies the conditions of low quality index value,

high blurriness and low blockiness, which usually happens when

reduced-resolution mode is used in low bit rate MPEG coding.

We consider video sequences with three color components: Y,

Cr and Cb. The same algorithm is applied to each components

independently and the results are averaged (with a weighting of

0.7 to Y, 0.15 to Cr and Cb each) to give the final frame quality

index. Finally, all frame quality index values are averaged to a

single overall quality value of the test sequence.

The VQEG Phase I test data set for FR video quality assess-

ment (available at http://www.vqeg.org) is used to test the system.

Figs. 4(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the scatter plots of the subjec-

tive/objective comparisons on all test video sequences given by

PSNR, the Sarnoff/Tektronix model, the Swisscom/KPN model,

and the proposed method, respectively. It can be observed that

the proposed method has better consistency with the subjective

measurements. This is confirmed by Fig. 5, which shows the re-

gression correlation and variance-weighted regression correlation

values between the subjective and objective evaluations of all the

test video sequences (They are defined as Metric 2 and Metric 1,

respectively, in VQEG Phase I test to evaluate the prediction ac-

curacy of the objective model [1]). The 95% confidence interval

error bar of each method is also given in the same figure. It can be

seen that higher correlation values are achieved by the new system.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We designed a new objective video quality assessment system.

The key feature of the proposed method is the use of structural

distortion measurement. Experiments on VQEG Phase I test data

set for FR video quality assessment show that it has good correla-

tion with perceived video quality. More extensive experiments are

needed to further improve and fully test the system.
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Fig. 2. (a), (b), (c) and (d): original test images “Woman”, “Barbara”, “Tiffany” and “Mandrill”. 512×512, 8bits/pixel; (e) Blurred

“Woman” image, MSE = 200, Q = 0.3483; (f) Blurred “Barbara” image, MSE = 200, Q = 0.6594; (g) JPEG compressed “Tiffany” image,

MSE = 165, Q = 0.3709; (h) JPEG compressed “Mandrill” image, MSE = 163, Q = 0.7959.
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Fig. 3. Proposed video quality assessment system.
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Fig. 4. Comparison on VQEG test data set. Vertical and horizontal axes are for subjective and objective measurements, respectively. Each

sample point represents one test video sequence. (a) PSNR; (b) Sarnoff/Tektronix model; (c) Swisscom/KPN model; (d) Proposed method.
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Fig. 5. Regression correlation comparisons. p0∼p9: Indices of the proponents in VQEG Phase I test [1]. qi: the proposed video quality

index. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (a) Regression correlation; (b) Variance-weighted regression correlation.


